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Abstract.  All space vehicles or habitats require thermal management to maintain a safe and operational environment for 
both crew and hardware.  Active Thermal Control Systems (ATCS) perform the functions of acquiring heat from both crew 
and hardware within a vehicle, transporting that heat throughout the vehicle, and finally rejecting that energy into space.  
Almost all of the energy used in a space vehicle eventually turns into heat, which must be rejected in order to maintain an 
energy balance and temperature control of the vehicle.  For crewed vehicles, Active Thermal Control Systems are pumped 
fluid loops that are made up of components designed to perform these functions.  NASA has been actively developing 
technologies that will enable future missions or will provide significant improvements over the state of the art technologies.  
These technologies have are targeted for application on the Crew Exploration Vehicle (CEV), or Orion, and a Lunar Surface 
Access Module (LSAM).  The technologies that have been selected and are currently under development include: fluids that 
enable single loop ATCS architectures, a gravity insensitive vapor compression cycle heat pump, a sublimator with reduced 
sensitivity to feedwater contamination, an evaporative heat sink that can operate in multiple ambient pressure environments, a 
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